Biocontrol Network

**Tools & Equipment**

**RL 1/2 gal Pressure Sprayer**
Economy lightweight hand-held pressurized sprayer/mister. Pump to pressurize bottle and press thumb trigger to release spray. The nozzle adjustable from a straight stream to a mist. Ideal for houseplants & light-duty spraying.

801901 RL 1/2 gal Pressure Sprayer $11.50
801911 RL 1/2 gal Pressure Sprayer, 6/cs $52.00

*Due to the size and/or shape, ships separately.*

**Root-Lowell 2 Gallon Tank Sprayer**
Premium, high quality sprayer designer for every day, general purpose usage. Durable poly construction. Pressure relief valve. Brass wand and adjustable brass nozzle. Corrosion resistant poly flow control, with lock-on feature.

802201 RL 2 gal. Green “PGX Tank” Sprayer (#1002) $38.00

**Root-Lowell 2.5 Gallon Tank Sprayer**
Lock-on poly flow control for continuous spray is less stressful and tiring for your hand. Durable brass wand with spray nozzle that adjusts from fine mist to straight stream, depending on your needs.

802301 RL 2.5 gal White Tank Sprayer $39.90

**Root-Lowell 4 Gallon Backpack Sprayer**
Large capacity, professional-grade sprayer for big jobs. Piston pump action; right or left hand pumping. Durable poly construction, padded shoulder straps, adjustable brass spray nozzle with lock-on feature. Lifetime Limited Warranty

802501 RL 4 gal. Backpack Sprayer (#614) $144.00

**Hose-end Sprayers**
Wet/Dry Hose-end Sprayer (right). Two sprayers in one; can apply all-purpose liquids or act as a Clog-Free for water soluble plant foods and fertilizers. Liquid Hose-end Sprayer (left). Use to apply all-purpose, liquid solutions.

801701 RL 32 oz Wet/Dry Hose End Sprayer $11.50
801801 RL 32 oz Liquid Hose End Sprayer $14.50

**Mini Hygro-Thermometer**
Essential anywhere temperature and humidity are important to monitor. LCD constantly displays the precise temperature and humidity. A Max/Min function indicates the highest and lowest recorded levels of both.

408101 Mini Hygro-Thermometer $13.95
408111 Mini Hygro-Thermometer, 24/cs $299.00

**Compost Thermometers**
Monitor the interior temperature in your compost pile with one of these stainless steel thermometers. The temperature reading tells you when to add water, turn the pile and when it is ready to use.

404202 Compost Thermometer, 24", 1/4 dia (Dual) $76.90
404221 Compost Thermometer, 24", 5/16 dia, (Dual) $79.90
404411 Windrow Thermometer, 36", 5/16 dia, (Dual) $96.90
404421 Windrow Thermometer, 36", Fast Response, $139.00
404601 Windrow Thermometer, 48", 5/16 dia, Dual $160.00
404631 Windrow Thermometer, 48", 5/16 dia, Fast $224.00
404701 Windrow Thermometer, 60", 5/16 dia, (Dual) $189.00
404801 Windrow Thermometer, 72", 5/16 dia, (Dual) $260.00

**REOTEMP Probe Guard**
The REOTEMP Probe Guard is for compost thermometer users. The probe guard shields the stem from large debris protecting the thermometer from bending or breaking while inserting it into the pile.

405011 REOTEMP Probe Guard, 24" $138.00
405021 REOTEMP Probe Guard, 36" $149.00
405031 REOTEMP Probe Guard, 48" $172.00
405041 REOTEMP Probe Guard, 60" $178.00
405051 REOTEMP Probe Guard, 72" $198.00

**Windrow Thermometers**
Monitor the interior temperature in your compost pile with one of these stainless steel thermometers. The temperature reading tells you when to add water, turn the pile and when it is ready to use.

404411 Windrow Thermometer, 36", 5/16 dia, (Dual) $96.90
404601 Windrow Thermometer, 48", 5/16 dia, Dual $160.00
404701 Windrow Thermometer, 60", 5/16 dia, (Dual) $189.00
404801 Windrow Thermometer, 72", 5/16 dia, (Dual) $260.00

**Compost Crank**
Turning your compost pile was never easier than with the new Compost Crank. No pushing. No prying. No strain on your back or your bin. The Compost Crank easily penetrates densely packed or rough and viney compost.

403101 Corkscrew Compost Crank $39.95

*It will ship separately from other items. UPS charge extra $5.00.*

**Retemp Compost Moisture Meter**
Now it is possible for you to determine the relative moisture condition of your compost without having to remove any mulch or soil and dig. Just insert the probe directly into the compost.

404900 REOTEMP Backyard Moisture Meter, 17" $35.90
404936 REOTEMP Moisture Meter, 36" $106.00

**Dustin Mizer**
This light, compact duster made of high impact ABS plastic and stainless steel holds 1 pound of diatomaceous earth. A handheld crank and patented venturi action design assures an even spreading of materials.

407011 Dustin Mizer $36.95
407031 Extension Deflector for Dustin Mizer $9.00
407041 Dustin Mizer with Deflector $39.95
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### Pest Pistol
The Pest Pistol can be used to apply dusts such as boric acid, diatomaceous earth and pyrethrum powder to insect hiding places. Includes a pointed applicator tip to reach cracks and crevices. Holds about 1/2 lb.

216601  Pest Pistol, 8 oz hand duster  $8.95

### JT Eaton 530 Hand Duster
This 8 oz hand duster can be filled with a pesticide dust or bait such as Dipel 150 Dust, Rotenone 5%, Borid Acid, DE or Niban FG. It enables you to apply precise amounts of material to voids under rocks, etc.

002901  JT Eaton Duster 530, 8 oz hand duster  $13.90

### Bug Vacuum
No more chasing bugs around your home! Bug Vacuum creates suction that captures insects within the nozzle. A trap door feature prevents them from flying back out. Dispose of insects and other pests without contact.

401411  Bug Vacuum with grid & base  $68.90
401421  Bug Vacuum with grid & base, 2+  $65.50

### BugBuster
Great for trapping and removing spiders, bees and other unwanted guests. Capture bugs from ceilings, walls, empty bathtubs... almost anywhere. Includes safety cap to prevent escape of stinging insects for safe removal.

399101  BugBuster  $12.75
399121  BugBuster, 12/cs  $109.00

### WebSpinner
WebSpinner will De-Web anywhere in minutes without smearing. Extends up to 30 inches, spinning 2700 RPMs. Attach the Web-Xtender (included) to any broom or mop handle to extend the WebSpinner to 15+ feet.

399011  WebSpinner  $12.95

### Skeet-R-Gone
Skeet-R-Gone used to eliminate both mature and larvae mosquitoes and can be installed into any new or existing sprinkler system. Once installed, it is very simple to operate, an entire lawn can be sprayed in as few as 5 minutes!

051001  Skeet-R-Gone  $699.95

### Raquet Zapper
Electronic Racket Zapper will easily kill all flying insects such as mosquitoes, flies, and gnats, just by waving at them with the electric fly swatter. And, the Electronic Bug Zapper is small enough to take with you, wherever you go.

399701  Raquet Zapper  $5.99

### Kyoto Environmental Rain Barrel
This unique rain barrel combines the contemporary aesthetic elegance of authentic stone with the enduring longevity of plastic.

523401  Kyoto Environmental Rain Barrel, 55 gal  $169.90

### Worm Factory
It is the most efficient worm bin composter. Worms begin eating waste in the lowest tray, and then migrate upward. The worms separate themselves from the finished compost that is ready for the garden.

277303  Worm Factory, 3 Tray- <specify color>  $79.95
277304  Worm Factory, 4 Tray- <specify color>  $89.95
277305  Worm Factory, 5 Tray - <specify color>  $99.95
277311  Worm Factory, Tray- <specify color>  $8.95
277321  Worm Bin Accesory Kit  $14.95

### Trellis Netting
Trellis Netting is a permanent nylon mesh with a 60 lb. breaking strength for supporting extremely heavy crop loads. Soft, non-burning net protects tender vines, foliage or fruits. Heavy-Duty Nylon Net.

386101  Gardeneer Trellis Netting, 5’ x 15’  $7.75
386121  Gardeneer Trellis Netting, 5’ x 15’, 12/cs  $79.00
386131  Gardeneer Trellis Netting, 5’ x 30’  $11.90
386141  Gardeneer Trellis Netting, 5’ x 30’, 12/cs  $119.00

### Veggie Cage
The Veggie Cage is a new, spiral shaped tomato cage and vegetable plant support guaranteed to support even large plants. Its made from durable polypropylene and expands up to seven feet tall and works with any tomato stake.

408801  Veggie Cage  $7.95
408802
408803
408811  Veggie Cage, 3 pack  $22.95

### Pond & Pool Netting
3/8” polypropylene mesh with U-V inhibitors for long life, stops even the smallest debris. Keeps falling leaves out of hot tubs, ponds, pools and water gardens, and protects goldfish and koi from cats and other predators.

385801  Pond & Pool Netting, 7’ x 10’  $6.75
385811  Pond & Pool Netting, 7’ x 10’, 18/cs  $11.00
385821  Pond & Pool Netting, 14’ x 14’  $12.50
385831  Pond & Pool Netting, 14’ x 14’, 12/cs  $124.90
385841  Pond & Pool Netting, 28’ x 28’  $34.90
385851  Pond & Pool Netting, 28’ x 28’, 6/cs  $186.90
385861  Pond & Pool Netting, 28’ x 45’  $59.90
385871  Pond & Pool Netting, 28’ x 45’, 2/cs  $105.00

### Harvest-Guard
Ultra lightweight floating row cover traps heat and moisture to produce bigger, better and earlier crop yields. Prevents light frost damage allowing for a longer growing season. Stops insect, bird and animal damage.

386401  Harvest-Guard Row Cover, 5’ x 25’  $10.95
386411  Harvest-Guard Row Cover, 5’ x 25’, 12/cs  $117.00
386421  Harvest-Guard Row Cover, 5’ x 50’  $19.50
386431  Harvest-Guard Row Cover, 5’ x 50’, 6/cs  $103.00
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Weed-Shield

1 ft. gridline for easy placement of plants. Ideal for home landscaping and gardens, under patios and decks, under walkways and paths, vegetable and flower gardens.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>385401</td>
<td>5-Year Weed-Shield, 3’ x 50’</td>
<td>$11.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385441</td>
<td>5-Year Weed-Shield, 4’ x 50”</td>
<td>$16.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385501</td>
<td>10-Year Weed-Shield Plus, 3’ x 50’</td>
<td>$13.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385521</td>
<td>10-Year Weed-Shield Plus, 3’ x 100’</td>
<td>$27.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385541</td>
<td>10-Year Weed-Shield Plus, 6’ x 50’</td>
<td>$29.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

prices are subject to change